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Climate Change and Mental Health: Where do We Stand?
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A b s t r ac t
Climate change is a serious public health crisis of international concern. It has been interconnected to chronic medical conditions also as
psychological state and may propel the body’s response to existing environmental assaults into overdrive. It is well documented that climate
change causes significant stress and distress, anxiety-related responses as well as chronic and severe mental health disorders. The exiting
literatures found that acute events have been associated with elevated levels of anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorders
(PTSDs), and high-risk coping behaviors, such as alcohol use and abuse, aggressive behavior, post-traumatic stress, and domestic violence have
also been associated with changing climate. The changes in climates have been directly connected to human activities and not merely due to
normal patterns of nature. Thus, this article may act as a quick reference for those interested in studying the various physical and psychological
aspects of climate change.
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Introduction
The effects of climate change have become very obvious over the
last few decades. Erratic and extreme weather events such as flash
flood, forest fires, and drought are becoming commonplace and
regular phenomena. Greenhouse gas emissions are at an all-time
high, the earth is warming rapidly, polar ice caps are melting at an
alarming rate, and species are disappearing faster than ever. We,
humans being part of the ecosystem, are not immune to these
consequences and as such they will impact our health, both physical
and mental.
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Effects on Physical Health
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates an increase
of 2,50,000 excess deaths per year due to the impact of climate
change between 2030 and 2050.1 The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, a large intergovernmental body dedicated
to the various aspects of climate change, from impacts, risks, and
response, identified several climate-related health risks, many of
which have moderate-to-high evidence.2 These include increased
deaths and injuries due to intense heat waves; increase in food-,
water, and vector-borne diseases; malnutrition, especially in poorer
areas; reduced labor productivity; and an overall negative impact
on human health.

Effects on Mental Health
The effects of climate change on mental health have been mostly
inconspicuous from discussion. The Lancet Commissions considers
climate change the greatest challenge as well health opportunity of
the 21st century. Apart from the physical health problems, climate
change can directly and indirectly affect mental health through
unpredictable weather events, rising levels of pollution and changes
in social structure in terms socioeconomic status, immigration and
acculturation stress, lack of social capital, and utilization of public
health resources.3
The growing body of literature suggests that extreme weather
events such as flash floods, hurricanes, forest fires, and other
natural disasters can trigger stress-related disorders such as
post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD), anxiety disorders, feeling of

helplessness, depressive disorders, suicides, substance abuse, and
complicated grief.4 Most of effects are immediately following the
natural events and directly related to the threats to lives, but the
long-term impacts on mental health are indirectly due to loss of
livelihood and economic damages that can persist for years, even
in developed areas.5
All these has led to suggest a group of disorders called
“Psychoterratic syndromes” which refers to mental conditions
arising out of our relationship with the environment. One of these
is called "Solastalgia" which refers to the distress experienced
when a well-known environment has changed and no longer
provides the same comfort.6 Few other proposed syndromes are
"Nature deficit disorder" defined as the human costs of alienation
from nature7 and "Ecoanxiety," also known as "Climate anxiety"
or "Climate change anxiety" as the anxiety due to existential
threats posed by climate.8 Although anxiety is an evolutionary
phenomenon which helps us to identify threats and take measures
in response, pathological anxiety can be maladaptive and interfere
with an individual’s ability to take rational decisions, in this case take
effective measures to mitigate the risks posed by climate change.
These terminologies will clearly require more efforts to be included
in current diagnostic system but nonetheless are important for our
understanding of this complex issue.
It has been suggested that both the direct and indirect effects
of climate change will increase inequalities amongst various strata
of the society, widening the gap between the rich and the poor.
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Climate Change and Mental Health
The major burden will definitely be felt by groups marginalized
by race, gender, age, and wealth.9 One of the most contentious
issue plaguing India is that of farmers’ suicide. Although debt
and subsequent financial burden is often cited as the leading
cause, current research point toward the role of global warming
and climate change behind many of the deaths.10 As most of the
farmers are dependent on the monsoon and natural rainfall for
irrigation purposes, extreme weather events such as cyclones,
severe drought, floods, and ill-timed rainfalls lead to repeated crop
failures, which subsequently increase their financial losses, the price
of which is often paid by the farmers’ lives.

Is There a Silver Lining?
In the wake of the growing awareness, many steps have been taken,
which addresses the issue, albeit in a more indirect way.
In 2015, WHO released its “Operational Framework for building
climate resilient health systems” where the goal is to “enhance
capacity of health systems to protect and improve population
health in an unstable and changing climate.”11 In other words,
it aims to improve coping and adaptation strategies to reduce
vulnerability to climate-related challenges, to bring sustainability
to population health in an unstable climate system. In the same
year, the United Nations adopted the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), out of which, three are specifically focused on
ensuring healthy lives, creating a better future where “physical,
mental, and social well-being” are achieved in keeping the WHO
definition of health. The SDGs are an integrated approach to build
a viable future for all.12
It is noteworthy that the Indian government has taken some
serious steps in combating climate change. The National Action
Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) was launched on 30thJune,
2008 outlining eight National Missions on climate change which
included building a sustainable habitat. Although there has been
improvement in all the sectors, with keeping climate change at
the center of all the projects, much is left to be done to tackle the
threat that’s looming over our heads.13
It has been suggested with proper planning of cities, use
of energy efficient resources, increasing green spaces, and
encouraging the transition to an adaptive and sustainable lifestyle
will reduce the incidence of mental illnesses due to climate change,
among other benefits. 3 However, as the environmental effects
of mental health are less visible than the physical ones, the task
lies in making mental health issues more visible and apparent
to researchers, practitioners and policy makers, particularly in
the developing countries, who are most vulnerable to these
consequences and who are least responsible to this crisis.14

C o n c lu s i o n
Climate change is an issue which affects each and every aspects of
our lives and its impact on psychological health is no less precarious.
Mental health-related issues due to climate change increasingly
gaining prominence amongst scientists and researchers around the

globe and slowly but surely, everyone is recognizing its significance.
Although gradual steps are being taken, these are very small
compared to the magnitude of problem that the whole humanity
faces today. It is important that both individual and collective
actions are taken urgently to tackle this insidious threat if we want
to provide healthy lives for our future generations.
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